OUR AUTUMN TERM

English

TOPIC IS MUDHUTS AND
MEGASTRUCTURES
Topic

Our Topic for this term is Mudhuts to
Megastructures and we shall be exploring
dwellings throughout history, designing and
building skyscrapers and discussing materials used to build various structures.

In English, we will be looking in detail at the
TRUE story of the Three Little Pigs! We will
developing journalistic skills and writing
newspaper reports, considering points of
view and debating. We will also be writing
letters, developing character profiles and
writing our own twisted fairy tales.

RE

WELCOME TO YEAR 4
We hope you all had a super summer and are raring to go. We have
lots of exciting experiences to
look forward to this year.
Mrs Curzon will be teaching Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesday
mornings. Miss Yarrow will be
teaching Wednesday afternoons,
Thursdays and Fridays. We will
also be spending time together
every Wednesday to plan an amazing curriculum!

We shall be thinking about
what Christians learn from
the story of Creation and
exploring what the Trinity
means to us.
Music
We are lucky to have a wonderful teacher coming every
Wednesday to teach the
class Ukulele!

Maths

Art and Design Technology

In Maths this term we will
concentrate on Place Value,
Addition and Subtraction,
Measurement and
Multiplication and Division.
With lots of times tables
skills being developed and
problems to solve.

Alongside our Topic, we shall
be designing and building our
own skyscrapers, considering
the construction and architecture. We will be investigating
how to strengthen corners and
ensure stability.

Science

In Science, we are learning about Circuits and will incorporate our learning
into our skyscraper designs. Thinking
about how we use electric in our own
homes.

ICT
We will be organising a whole day later
this term to learn about E-Safety. Watch
this space for dates!

PSHE- In PSHE we shall be discussing matters around the topic ‘Me and
My Relationships’, covering friendship, different families and recognising our own emotions.

Please be assured that although we
teach on different days, we are in
regular contact with each other to
ensure continuity

French
In French we will be learning about, ‘Les monstres,’ developing our vocabulary and pronunciation using stories and songs to help us with our
mission.

Homework
PE
Please make sure full PE kits and trainers are in school every day, Outdoor PE is
Tuesday and swimming is on Thursdays.
Please make sure trainers are in school each day for the Daily Mile!

Homework will be given out on a Wednesday and returned by the following Wednesday (or earlier if you prefer!)
Homework each week will always include spelling practise and may also
include a more creative task to complete.

